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Welcome to the What on Earth Books  
and Britannica Books Children’s Catalogue
Research has shown that the sooner children are exposed to sounds and sights of 
meaningful words and pictures, the better their brains will develop. The experts 
at Britannica Books are working to create the best resources for the youngest 
children. 

That’s why we’re thrilled to present the flagship t itle f or Autumn 2022 – 
Britannica’s Baby Encyclopedia for children under three, exploring big ideas from 
a baby's eye view. This large-format board book covers animals, plants, the body, 
machines and more, with over 200 stunning illustrations.

Preparing children for their first days at school is Britannica’s Ready for School 
Words, featuring 1,000 essential words they should know before their first day. 
Each spread covers a different environment from day-to-day life to outer space, 
with labels and simple definitions.

Britannica’s Word of The Day is the ultimate book for all logophiles! With 366 
beautifully illustrated words, showcasing the best uses of the English language. 

Our third title in the best-selling FACTopia! series is Gross FACTopia! Follow the 
trail of 400 foul facts from rank rodents and gory gastronomy to people that use 
poo as makeup! Facts are linked by ingenious trails slithering from topic to topic 
in stomach-churning ways. 

Our What on Earth Books imprint launches three new titles. Human Kindness 
explores heroic acts of generosity, the science of kindness and how children can 
prioritise kindness every day. 

The Longest, Shortest Day explores children’s daily lives around the world 
through the lens of a single day, June 21st, when there is a solstice. Illustrated 
by artists from all over the world who depict their home countries with 
authority and beauty. 

Where in the World Are You? is a picture book where readers imagine their 
own home from different perspectives by zooming out and back in again. It 
beautifully captures the spirit of what we believe in at What on Earth Publishing – 
encouraging children, and their parents, to see the world differently, with 
interest and wonder.

Best wishes,
Christopher Lloyd 
CEO, Founder, What on Earth Publishing
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9 781913 750350

ISBN 978-1-913750-35-0

Britannica's Word of the Day
366 Elevating Utterances to Stretch Your  
Cranium and Tickle Your Humerus

Become a word virtuoso in just one year with 366 swanky words aimed 
to impress. This charmingly illustrated book features captivating words 
selected by the masterminds at Britannica to highlight the best of the 
English language. Follow a motley group of animals as they teach one 
new word for each day of the year, including a pronunciation guide, 
definition, sample sentence, and interesting trivia about the word’s usage 
or etymology. Each month concludes with a zany story that features all 
the new words learned. This wonderfully wordy book will add pizzazz to 
any vocabulary and turn whippersnappers into logophiles. 

Britannica’s Word of the Day builds knowledge one day at a time with 
366 top-notch words.

7th JUL 2022 • £12.99 • Hardback • 352 pp  
160 x 180 mm • 8+ • 9781913750350

JULY 2022
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AUTHOR ILLUSTRATORILLUSTRATORS

Britannica Group is a global education 
leader with over 250 years of 
dedication to seeking out facts and 
providing insight into the mysteries 
of the universe. Britannica’s mission 
to inspire curiosity and the joy of 
learning helps build the world’s future 
thinkers and innovators.

Josy Bloggs is a Yorkshire-based 
illustrator and graphic designer.
Emily Cox is an illustration graduate 
from Falmouth University, currently 
based in Sussex.
James Gibbs is a London-based 
illustrator with a bold, graphic style.
Liz Kay is a Yorkshire-based illustrator 
who works in a variety of print media.

• All of the 366 words feature a pronunciation guide, definition and 
interesting trivia about the word, paired with witty and playful 
illustrations. 

• Sprinkled through the book are themed word groups, such as spooky 
or musical words, as well as end-of-month stories that include all of 
the new vocabulary.

• Delightfully challenging and surprising words with real-life examples 
will convert young readers (and grown-ups, too) into word lovers.
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9 781913 750640

ISBN 978-1-913750-64-0

JULY 2022

Britannica's Ready-for-School Words
1,000 Words for Big Kids 
Hannah Campbell, Illustrated by Sara Rhys

Open the vibrant pages of Britannica's Ready-for-School Words and 
discover how to describe the people, places and things in the world 
around you and beyond! This delightfully detailed book takes you from 
familiar scenes of home, the playground and the classroom to adventures 
in snowy landscapes and sunny seashores, with objects clearly labelled. 
Children will start school with confidence and a brand-new vocabulary 
after exploring the 1,000 words featured in the colourful scenes and 
communities in this book. 

All the words a child needs to know for school in a big, busy book from 
the experts at Britannica Books.

7th JUL 2022 • £10.99 • Hardback • 64 pp  
216 x 276 mm 3+ • 9781913750640
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AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR

Hannah Campbell is a writer, editor 
and lifelong word nerd. She has 
written children's activity books based 
on the works of Roald Dahl, and loves 
coming up with new ways to have fun 
with language. She lives in New York, 
USA. 

Sara Rhys lives in a small town in 
Devon and paints in a studio that 
overlooks the rolling hills towards 
Dartmoor, where wild ponies 
roam free. She works primarily in 
watercolour and coloured pencil, with 
a digital element.

• Britannica's Ready-for-School Words is an update on the classic 
word book, featuring high-tech words, modern illustrations, and a 
diverse cast of human characters of all races, ages, abilities, gender 
expressions and religions.  

• This book celebrates different family structures, so all children can see 
themselves and their families represented in its pages.

• Illustrated scenes include the kitchen, classroom, theatre, park, 
restaurant, construction site, zoo, campsite, ocean and many more.
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9 781913 750671

ISBN 978-1-913750-67-1

Did you know that sloths poo only once a week? Or that poo from 
crocodiles was sometimes used as make-up in ancient Rome? Or that 
ancient Romans sometimes purchased vials of gladiator sweat? Welcome 
to Gross FACTopia!, a wonderland of fantastically foul facts, all of which 
are verified by Encyclopaedia Britannica! Every fact in this book is linked 
to the next in an ingenious trail of information. Sometimes your path 
branches, and you can catapult forwards or creep backwards to a totally 
different (but still connected) part of the book. Follow your curiosity 
(and your nose) through this ridiculously revolting world of facts!

Gross FACTopia!
Follow the Trail of 400 Foul Facts
Paige Towler, Illustrated by Andy Smith

SEPTEMBER 2022

Discover facts about smelly sports, rank rodents, vile Victorians, gory 
gastronomy and more – all connected in unexpected and hilarious ways! 

8th SEP 2022 • £10.99 • Hardback • 208 pp  
207 x 153 mm • 8+ • 9781913750671
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AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR

Paige Towler is an author and 
editor based in Washington, D.C., 
USA. A former editor for National 
Geographic Kids Books, she writes 
poetry about animals doing yoga, 
weird facts about the world and silly 
stories about snakes and bats.

Andy Smith is an award-winning 
illustrator, and studied illustration 
at the University of Brighton and 
the Royal College of Art, London. 
His work combines illustration and 
typography to create images that 
have a handmade, hand-printed feel, 
with plenty of humour. He lives by the 
sea in Hastings, East Sussex.

• The third book in the FACTopia! series, 
which has sold 50,000 copies to date.

• Connects a vast range of topics from 
history and geography to science and 
nature in an ingenious web of information.

• Features more than 300 fabulously witty 
colour illustrations and photographs.

Also available in the  
FACTopia! series – see p.18



Written by
SALLY SYMES

Illustrated by
HANAKO CLULOW

Expert consultant
DR AMANDA GUMMER

ENCYCLOPEDIA

’

For curious kids aged 0 to 3
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9 781913 750794

ISBN 978-1-913750-79-4

OCTOBER 2022

Britannica's Baby Encyclopedia
For curious kids aged 0 to 3
Sally Symes, Illustrated by Hanako Clulow

Baby’s Encyclopedia Britannica explores big ideas through a little one’s 
eyes. This huge board book covers an enthralling spectrum of topics, 
including the body (from hairs on your head to ticklish toes!), animals, 
plants, machines, music, food and more. Charming illustrations bring 
each subject to life in a joyful way. Reviewed by early-years specialist 
Dr Amanda Gummer and subject experts from Britannica, this baby’s 
encyclopedia is both playful and authoritative. The perfect book to 
inspire little braniacs!

The first-ever Britannica Encyclopedia for children under three, in a 
beautifully illustrated, large-format board book.

6th OCT 2022 • £20.00 • Hardback • 72 pp 
280 x 210 mm • 0+ • 9781913750794
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A hungry little caterpillar
munches on leaves.

A woodpecker taps
at the tree trunks.

A peacock fans open 
its feathery tail.

A penguin uses its wings 
to swim... very fast!

High in the cliffs,
a seagull swoops.

A busy spider
spins its web.

On the ground, creatures
are creeping. Ants march.

as worms burrow
deep down in the soil.

A butterfly flies up-up-up
in the air...

15SLAMINASLAMINA14
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AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR

Sally Symes worked for many years as 
a designer of children's books before 
turning her skills to writing them. She 
is the author of previous Britannica 
books, including the Britannica First 
Big Book of Why. She works from a 
shed in Sussex, accompanied by her 
grumpy cat.

Hanako Clulow enjoys drawing simple 
and bold character designs that 
appeal to children, and her projects 
have ranged from board books to 
illustrated non-fiction books and 
children’s clothing. Hanako is based in 
Titirangi, Auckland, New Zealand.

• The first-ever Britannica encyclopedia for babies.
• This beautiful large-format board book is perfect for tummy time.
• Includes a foreword by early-years specialist Dr Amanda Gummer.
• Every topic has been reviewed by a subject expert and only includes 

concepts that are comprehensible to a child under three, all  
presented in a warm, playful way.

• Covers a range of STEAM subjects including the body,  
machines, animals, plants, the earth, art and music.

ILLUSTRATOR
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9 781912 920310

ISBN 978-1-912920-31-0

Join the Planetwalker, John Francis, on an exploration of kindnesses, 
great and small. From the history of how kindness has helped to shape our 
laws, morals and communities, to many inspirational stories from around 
the world. Learn about Harriet Tubman, who risked her life to help others 
escape from slavery, the Nomads Clinic, which sends doctors trekking 
into the Himalayas to tend to patients, Joshua Coombes, a hairdresser 
who gives free haircuts to the homeless, and many others. The joyous 
and awe-inspiring stories in this book will encourage young readers to be 
kind to others. It’s our planet to share together – let's be kind.

Be inspired by incredible stories of kindness from around the world and 
throughout history.

SEPTEMBER 2022

Human Kindness
True Stories of Compassion and Generosity  
that Changed the World
John Francis, Illustrated by Josy Bloggs
1st SEP 2022 • £14.99 • Hardback • 64 pp  
280 x 260 mm 8+ • 9781912920310
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AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR

John Francis is a campaigner, 
public speaker and educator who 
advocates for our planet. He spreads 
the message that our environment 
includes the other humans in the 
world and that we must treat both 
our Earth and our fellow humans with 
kindness. 

Josy Bloggs began her career as a 
graphic designer and now works as 
an illustrator, creating artworks for 
books and editorial. She uses many 
creative processes including digital 
illustration and works with bold colour 
palettes and strong compositions. 
Josy is based in Yorkshire, UK.

• Written by environmentalist, public speaker and educator John 
Francis, founder of the environmental awareness organisation 
Planetwalk, author of Planetwalker: 22 Years of Walking. 17  
Years of Silence and advocate for kindness in all aspects of  
human relationships.

• Inspires children to practise kindness in their everyday lives, by  
being mindful of and kind to themselves and others.

• Makes cross-curricular connections across social justice, istory, 
geography and social-emotional development.
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9 781913 750756

ISBN 978-1-913750-75-6

SEPTEMBER 2022

Where in the World Are You?
Marie G. Rohde

Where are you in the world? Can you imagine what your home would 
look like if you saw it from above and zoomed out farther, and farther, 
and farther…? Join a mischievous pet cat on a journey of discovery 
that encourages young readers to think about their place in the world. 
Inspired by the feeling of being trapped inside and imagining the world 
beyond during the worldwide lockdowns, this enjoyable picture book 
reminds us that even when we are apart, we are all connected. The world 
keeps turning, a cat keeps purring and children will find their happy place 
in the world.

A colourful, joyful and playful exploration of our world, and our  
place within it.

1st SEP 2022 • £11.99 • Hardback • 48 pp •  
280 x 240 mm • 5+ • 9781913750756
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Marie G. Rohde grew up in Sweden, surrounded by books, fabric, artists’ 
materials and a mix of different cultures. She studied architecture and loved 
imagining and illustrating. She relocated to Barcelona, Spain after becoming 
spellbound by the culture and vibrant illustration scene there. After finishing her 
diploma, Marie started an illustrated blog about the fortunes and misfortunes 
of finding her way in a foreign city. It gathered a dedicated following in the 
Spanish-speaking world, and paved the way for Marie’s illustration and print 
design career. Her first book Planet SOS has been published in 14 languages and 
selected by the United Nations for its book club for Sustainable Development. 

• A charming and beautiful story that takes readers 
on a journey around the world – from areas close 
to home, to the solar system and beyond! This 
encourages readers to think about where they are  
in the world.

• Supports early KS1 approaches to geography.
• Colourful, stylish artwork by accomplished  

author and illustrator Marie G. Rohde.

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR
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9 781913 750770

ISBN 978-1-913750-77-0

This shining work of creative nonfiction captures a snapshot of children 
around the world on 21st June, the longest day of the year in the northern 
hemisphere and the shortest in the southern hemisphere. Descriptions 
of children's lives at many latitudes, from Norway to China to Australia 
to Antarctica provide a thought-provoking cultural narrative and a 
glimpse into how today's children experience one extraordinary (or 
ordinary) day.

Explore the daily lives of children around the world through the lens of 
a single incredible day – 21st June, the solstice.

OCTOBER 2022

The Longest, Shortest Day
How children experience the solstice around the world
Jen Breach, Illustrated by 14 illustrators from around the world
6th OCT 2022 • £15.99 • Hardback • 64 pp •  
265 x 250 mm • 7+ • 9781913750770
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AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR

Jen Breach is a children's author of 
fiction and non-fiction. They hold 
an MFA in Writing for Children and 
Adults from Vermont College of Fine 
Arts. They are a mentor for Girls Write 
Now and The Association of Writers 
and Writing Programs (AWP). Jen 
identifies as queer and non-binary.

Includes 14 illustrators from all over 
the world including Japan, Argentina, 
Australia, Indonesia, Nepal, South 
Africa, Morocco, Turkey, Norway, UK, 
USA, China and Nigeria. This amazing 
global collection of illustrators depicts 
the people, landscapes, and traditions 
of their homelands with authority and 
beauty.

• Explains the science, history, and cultural  
significance of the June solstice.

• Captures a fascinating global perspective 
from a child's eye view.

• Prompts a conversation about the way 
children live across the globe.

• Each place is illustrated by an artist from 
that country with affection and expertise.
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9 781913 750398

ISBN 978-1-913750-39-8

9 781912 920709

ISBN 978-1-912920-70-9

FACTopia! Series
Return to FACTopia!
Follow the Trail of 400 More Facts
Kate Hale • Andy Smith
A world of 400 facts, all connected in 
surprising and hilarious ways!
MAR 2022 • £10.99 • HB • 208 pp 
207 x 153 mm • 8+ • 9781913750398

‘Books like the excellent FACTopia! by Kate Hale 
prove the printed word can still bring its A-game  
to the table’ 
Robin Brooks,  
GeekDad on FACTopia!

FACTopia!
Follow the Trail of 400 Facts
Kate Hale • Andy Smith
Welcome to FACTopia! A wonderland of 
crazily connected facts.

Scan here to see the 
animated book trailer!

MAY 2021 • £10.99 • HB • 208 pp 
207 x 153 mm • 8+ • 9781912920709

‘Pupils can choose their own path through this 
dazzling world of information ... it’s great to know 
that the 400 facts in this book have been verified 
by Encyclopaedia Britannica.’ 
Teach Primary Magazine

‘This coruscating cornucopia of  
extraordinary facts is truly a fun  
and fact-filled reading adventure.’
Pam Norfolk, Lancashire Evening Post
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9 781913 750374

ISBN 978-1-913750-37-4

9 781912 920648

ISBN 978-1-912920-64-8

5-Minute Really True Series
Britannica's 5-Minute Really True  
Stories for Family Time

5-Minute Really True  
Stories for Bedtime

30 Amazing Stories: Featuring baby dinosaurs, 
helpful dogs, playground science, family 
reunions, a world of birthdays and much more!

30 Amazing Stories featuring frozen frogs, King 
Tut’s beds, the world’s biggest sleepover, the 
phases of the Moon and more!

Alli Brydon, Catherine D. Hughes  
and Jackie McCann

Sally Symes, Rachel Valentine,  
Jackie McCann and Jen Arena

True stories which reveal the amazing 
science and history behind family time 
activities.

Go on a journey of wonder and learning 
in the 5 minutes before bedtime with this 
collection of true stories about sleep.

‘After recording all 30 stories, I came away with 
a spring in my step, feeling a little younger and a 
little wiser for it.’ 
Joanna Lumley, BookBrunch
‘Nonfiction lovers will enjoy these short and 
intriguing pieces about the night: the starry skies, 
record-breaking beds, space travel, nocturnal jobs 
and animals.’
The Times

JAN 2022 • £12.99 • HB • 192 pp 
267 x 197 mm • 4+ • 9781913750374

OCT 2020 • £12.99 • HB • 192 pp 
267 x 197 mm • 4+ • 9781912920648
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9 781913 750503

ISBN 978-1-913750-50-3

9 781913 750411

ISBN 978-1-913750-41-1

How to Teach Grown-ups  
About Pluto

Britannica First Big Book of Why

The cutting-edge space science 
of the solar system

Why can’t penguins fly? Why do we brush our teeth? 
Why does popcorn pop? The ultimate book of  
answers for kids who need to know WHY!

Dean Regas • Aaron Blecha

Sally Symes and Stephanie Drimmer • 
Kate Slater

A witty guide to Pluto’s discovery and 
demotion, which puts kids in charge. This 
book will equip every reader with the latest 
space science, so they can convince their 
grown-ups that Pluto is definitely NOT  
a planet any more.

The definitive and stunningly illustrated 
question and answer book from Britannica, 
with answers to more than 100 questions 
that kids really want to know.
OCT 2021 • £20.00 • HB • 272 pp 
280 x 210 mm • 4+ • 9781913750411

APR 2022 • £9.99 • HB • 112 pp 
216 x 152 mm • 8+ • 9781913750503

‘The perfect resource for curious kids (and their 
bamboozled parents), Britannica First Big Book of 
Why answers all those essential questions about 
the world around us in a fun, vibrant way.’
Mark Skinner, The Waterstones Round 
Up: October's Best Children's Books 2021
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9 781913 750619

ISBN 978-1-913750-61-9

9 781913 750626

ISBN 978-1-913750-62-6

Britannica's Amazing Word Activities Series
Britannica's Amazing Word  
Activities: Please Don't Laugh, 
We Lost a Giraffe!
Tish Rabe • Xavi Ramiro
Child detectives Mimi and Wilbur can  
solve any mystery with a bit of help!  
Follow their trail through Wildlife World, 
where you will unscramble word puzzles, 
navigate letter mazes and crack the  
codes to solve the mystery.
JUL 2022 • £7.99 • PB • 80 pp 
216 x 266 mm • 5+ • 9781913750619

Britannica's Amazing Word  
Activities: Follow the Stars! What 
Happened on Mars?
Tish Rabe • Xavi Ramiro
Child detectives Mimi and Wilbur can solve 
any mystery with a bit of help! Join their 
mission to Mars, where you will unscramble 
word puzzles, navigate letter mazes and 
crack the codes to solve the mystery.
JUL 2022 • £7.99 • PB • 80 pp 
216 x 266 mm • 5+ • 9781913750626
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9 781912 920747

ISBN 978-1-912920-74-7

9 781913 750336

ISBN 978-1-913750-33-6

Listified!

Britannica's 150 First Words

Britannica’s 300 lists that will  
blow your mind.
Andrew Pettie • Andrés Lozano

Claire Laties Davies • Kasia Dudziuk

Britannica's gloriously geeky guide to 
the universe, with hundreds of lists that 
will keep children and their grown-ups 
absorbed for hours.

Give toddlers the gift of language with 
words and short phrases to say all day long 
from the experts at Britannica.

‘Listified! is the ultimate ‘Dip In and Learn 
Something’ book. It has everything you need to 
know – and a million things you’d be delighted  
to discover.’
Dara Ó Briain

JUL 2021 • £20.00 • HB • 416 pp 
280 x 180 mm • 8+ • 9781912920747

NOV 2021 • £8.99 • Boardbook • 24 pp 
280 x 280 mm • 0-3 • 9781913750336

‘A treasure trove of fun and fantastic facts.’
Michael Morpurgo

A Guardian Book of the Year 2021 
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9 781912 920471

ISBN 978-1-912920-47-1

Britannica All New  
Children's Encyclopedia
What We Know & What We Don’t
Christopher Lloyd  
Foreword by J.E. Luebering
A beautifully illustrated, 424-page 
compendium of knowledge, with more  
than 100 expert consultants from around 
the world. 

‘Informative and inspiring for curious readers.’
The Sunday Times,  
Children’s Books of the Year 2020
‘Brings a world of knowledge right 
to your fingertips.’
National Geographic Kids Magazine

NOV 2020 • £25.00 • HB • 424 pp 
280 x 210 mm • 8+ • 9781912920471
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It's Up to Us

Antarctica

A Children’s Terra Carta for Nature,  
People and Planet

The Melting Continent

Christopher Lloyd • Multiple illustrators

Karen Romano Young • Angela Hsieh

‘Children have a unique curiosity for  
Nature and for this amazing planet we  
call home.’ – HRH The Prince of Wales

Explore a frozen continent full of incredible 
animals, places, people and stories.

9 781913 750558

ISBN 978-1-913750-55-8

9 781913 750527

ISBN 978-1-913750-52-7

‘A triumph, both in terms of the poetically 
rendered text, and the emotional impact of the 
hugely contrasting illustration styles on display.’
The School Reading List
‘This is a beautiful, poignant and important book  
at what feels like a crucial moment in history.’
BookTrust

NOV 2021 • £16.99 • HB • 64 pp 
280 x 260 mm • 6+ • 9781913750558

APR 2022 • £14.99 • HB • 64 pp 
280 x 216 mm • 8+ • 9781913750527
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Marvellous Body

Marvellous Machines

A Magic Lens Book

A Magic Lens Book

Jane Wilsher • Andrés Lozano

Jane Wilsher • Andrés Lozano

Reveal the incredible inner workings  
of the human body.

Reveal the inner workings of the  
incredible machines all around us. 

9 781913 750572

ISBN 978-1-913750-57-2

9 781912 920198

ISBN 978-1-912920-19-8

Marvellous Magic Lens Series

‘The cleverly designed hardback lets children 
explore the workings of familiar and unfamiliar 
scenes … A great way to encourage reading for 
retrieval and comprehension in reluctant and less 
able upper KS2 readers.’
The School Reading List

FEB 2021 • £14.99 • HB/Novelty • 48 pp 
250 x 250 mm • 7+ • 9781912920198

MAY 2022 • £14.99 • HB/Novelty • 48 pp 
250 x 250 mm • 7+ • 9781913750572
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Amazing Animals

Amazing Rivers

100+ Creatures That Will Boggle 
Your Mind

100+ Waterways That Will  
Boggle Your Mind

Sabrina Weiss • Paul Daviz

Julie Vosburgh Agnone • Kerry Hyndman

Record breaking tongues, playful dolphins, 
sleepy koalas – animals come in all sorts of 
weird and wonderful shapes and sizes.

A fact-filled, celebration of Earth's 
waterways. Discover religious celebrations, 
stunning waterfalls and weird wildlife.

9 781912 920358

ISBN 978-1-912920-35-8

9 781912 920259

ISBN 978-1-912920-25-9

Amazing World Series

‘If you fancy a thrilling voyage down the world’s 
most extraordinary rivers, open the pages of this 
brilliant book and discover over one hundred 
stunning waterways! An exciting new addition  
to Amazing Islands and Amazing Treasures, this 
is the perfect book for fearless adventurers and 
young eco-warriors!’ 
Lancashire Post

AUG 2021 • £14.99 • HB • 280 x 260 mm 
64 pp • 7+ • 9781912920259

FEB 2022 • £14.99 • HB • 280 x 260 mm 
64 pp • 8+ • 9781912920358
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Amazing Treasures

Amazing Islands

100+ Objects and Places That  
Will Boggle Your Mind

100+ Places That Will Boggle  
Your Mind

David Long • Studio Muti

Sabrina Weiss • Kerry Hyndman

Discover 100+ of the world's most 
extraordinary human-made and natural 
treasures, objects and places.

A fact-filled, colourful celebration of island 
wildlife, history and culture, with volcanoes, 
rainforests, Komodo dragons and more!

9 781912 920495

ISBN 978-1-912920-49-5

9 781912 920150

ISBN 978-1-912920-15-0

‘An absolutely fascinating read for  
anyone aged 7+’.
Library Girl and Book Boy

‘Entertaining celebration of island diversity, 
wildlife, history, treasures and cultures.’ 
Lancashire Post

JUN 2021 • £14.99 • HB • 280 x 260 mm 
64 pp • 7+ • 9781912920150

FEB 2021 • £14.99 • HB • 280 x 260 mm 
64 pp • 7+ • 9781912920495
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ZOOM Farm Adventure

ZOOM Rainforest Adventure

ZOOM Building Site Adventure

ZOOM Series

Susan Hayes • Aviel Basil

Susan Hayes • Susanna Rumiz

Susan Hayes • Susanna Rumiz

9 781912 920419

ISBN 978-1-912920-41-9

9 781912 920433

ISBN 978-1-912920-43-3

9 781912 920396

ISBN 978-1-912920-39-6

NOV 2021 • £10.99 • Boardbook • 170 x 150 mm 
36 pp • 1+ • 9781912920419

NOV 2021 • £10.99 • Boardbook • 170 x 150 mm 
36 pp • 1+ • 9781912920433

APR 2021 • £10.99 • Boardbook • 170 x 150 mm 
36 pp • 1+ • 9781912920396

‘Breathtakingly beautiful … The perfect way to combine 
reading, learning, animals and adventures.’ 
Book Bound
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ZOOM Space Adventure

ZOOM Ocean Adventure

ZOOM Dinosaur Adventure

Susan Hayes • Susanna Rumiz

Susan Hayes • Sam Rennocks

Susan Hayes • Sam Rennocks

9 781912 920457

ISBN 978-1-912920-45-7

9 781999 967970

ISBN 978-1-9999679-7-0

9 781999 967994

ISBN 978-1-9999679-9-4

APR 2021 • £10.99 • Boardbook • 170 x 150 mm 
36 pp • 1+ • 9781912920457

JUL 2020 • £10.99 • Boardbook • 170 x 150 mm 
36 pp • 1+ • 9781999967970

JUL 2020 • £10.99 • Boardbook • 170 x 150 mm 
36 pp • 1+ • 9781999967994

‘It’s nice to see a black boy having an ocean adventure in a 
board book, as representation of BAME children is still rare 
in books for the under 3s.’ 
BookTrust

‘A fun, easy book for your kids to enjoy, whether as a 
bedtime story or as a read-aloud exercise for early readers.’
Dino Dad Reviews

‘Collect rock samples and learn about the planets. Watch  
out for the amazing countdown pages at the start!’ 
Library Girl and Book Boy
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Earth is Big

The Good Germ Hotel

A Book of Comparisons

Meet Your Body’s Marvellous Microbes

Steve Tomecek • Marcos Farina

Kim Sung-hwa and Kwon Su-jin  
• Kim Ryung-eon

Find out how unique planet Earth really is in 
this eye-catching book of comparisons.

In a world of COVID-19, bad germs and 
bacteria are all around us. But, not all germs 
are bad!

9 781912 920334

ISBN 978-1-912920-33-4

9 781913 750152

ISBN 978-1-913750-15-2

‘Full of surprising details about gut health and 
immunity, with lots of quirky pictures to enjoy.’
BookTrust 

‘Earth Is Big shows what an amazing planet we 
live on ... this is a perfect volume for switching 
young minds on to the world around them.’ 
Robin Brooks, GeekDad

MAR 2021 • £12.99 • HB • 265 x 210 mm 
48 pp • 6+ • 9781913750152

SEP 2021 • £14.99 • HB • 321 x 257 mm 
48 pp • 7+ • 9781912920334
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Space Maps

Music

Your Tour of the Universe

A Fold-Out Graphic History

Lara Albanese • Tommaso Vidus Rosin

Nicholas O’Neill and Susan Hayes  
• Ruby Taylor

Take a journey through space as you 
study the stars and constellations before 
venturing out into the solar system  
and beyond.

Follow this unique 2.5 metre fold-out 
timeline through the history of music.

9 781912 920556

ISBN 978-1-912920-55-6

9 781999 967932

ISBN 978-1-9999679-3-2

‘This is a most impressive galactic guide. The size 
of this book demands attention – the double page 
spreads are almost like posters ... A superb volume 
that creates awe and wonder, informs  
and inspires.’ 
Brenda Marshall, The English Association
‘Wonderfully clear and enticing illustrations.  
It is a visual feast of fabulous colours and  
inventive diagrams.’
George McMahon, The School Librarian

‘A glorious concertina of music history  
from the earliest gourd instruments right  
up to AI composers – wide-ranging, colourful  
and absorbing.’ 
Imogen Russell Williams, The Guardian

SEP 2020 • £18.99 • HB • 370 x 270 mm 
96 pp • 8+ • 9781912920556

NOV 2020 • £14.99 • HB • 294 x 249 mm 
22 pp • 9+ • 9781999967932
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Planet SOS

Every Second

22 Modern Monsters Threatening 
Our Environment (and What You 
Can Do to Defeat Them!)

100 Lightning Strikes, 8,000 Scoops of Ice 
Cream, 200,000 Text Messages, 3 Million Litres 
of Cow Burps ... and Other Incredible Things 
That Happen Each Second Around the World

Marie G. Rohde

Bruno Gibert

An illustrated call to action for eco-heroes 
of all ages.

This striking portrait of our world by the 
numbers makes statistics fun and accessible 
to children and their grown-ups

9 781912 920211

ISBN 978-1-912920-21-1

9 781912 920297

ISBN 978-1-912920-29-7

MAY 2020 • £12.99 • HB • 280 x 195 mm 
56 pp • 5+ • 9781912920297

APR 2020 • £14.99 • HB/Novelty •  
300 x 240 mm • 60 pp • 7+ • 9781912920211

‘There is something in here to tickle  
everyone’s imagination!’
Teach Early Years Magazine

‘Mixing real-world climate threats with myth and 
legend is an utterly genius idea and this book is 
one of the most impressive titles on the subject 
we’ve seen to date on the blog.’
Read it, Daddy!
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Literally
Amazing Words and Where  
They Come From
Patrick Skipworth • Nicholas Stevenson
A stunning non-fiction picture book about 
the global diversity hidden in the English 
language.

9 781912 920174

ISBN 978-1-912920-17-4

MAY 2020 • £11.99 • HB • 265 x 275 mm 
32 pp • 6+ • 97811912920174

‘Patrick Skipworth’s latest picture book turns 
on our brain when delving into the science of 
etymology, while Nicholas Stevenson’s  
illustrations delight the eye.’
Teach Early Years Magazine
‘Vibrantly illustrated look at global diversity and 
cultures through the prism of language.’
LoveReading4Schools
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Incredible Ways Animals  
are Just Like Us!
Christopher Lloyd • Mark Ruffle
A fascinating book uncovering the  
curious connections between humans  
and other animals.

9 781912 920006

ISBN 978-1-912920-00-6

Humanimal

Nose Knows
Wild Ways Animals Smell the World
Emmanuelle Figueras • Claire de Gastold
Lift the flaps to reveal the hidden side to 
our world only perceptible through smell.

9 781912 920068

ISBN 978-1-912920-06-8

‘Brilliant, just brilliant. Claire de Gastold’s 
illustrations are beautiful, clear and informative.’ 
Just Imagine

‘A highly interesting account of animal behaviour 
brought alive by Mark Ruffle’s  
vibrant illustrations.’
Irish Examiner

OCT 2019 • £14.99 • HB • 330 x 245 mm 
38 pp • 7+ • 9781912920068

OCT 2019 • £12.99 • HB • 280 x 260 mm 
48 pp • 7+ • 9781912920006
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Absolutely Everything!
A History of Earth, Dinosaurs, Rulers, 
Robots and Other Things Too Numerous 
to Mention
Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
The most remarkable true stories of all 
time brought vividly to life in this history of 
absolutely everything!

9 781999 802820

ISBN 978-1-9998028-2-0

Eye Spy
Wild Ways Animals See the World
Guillaume Duprat
A truly eye-opening experience guaranteed 
to fuel and satisfy the curiosity of any 
animal lover.

‘A beautifully put-together book exploring  
the different ways animals see.’
Financial Times
‘Eye-mazing!’
National Geographic Kids Magazine

‘Absolutely Everything! is absolutely amazing. It 
manages to explain our entire world history in an 
informed, entertaining and truly accessible way.’
Jacqueline Wilson

OCT 2018 • £14.99 • HB • 330 x 245 mm 
36 pp • 7+ • 9781999802844

OCT 2018 • £16.99 • HB • 248 x 184 mm 
352 pp • 7+ • 9781999802820
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Prehistoric
Dinosaurs, Megalodons and Other  
Fascinating Creatures of the Deep Past
Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld • Julius Csotonyi

Travel back hundreds of millions of years, 
stopping in frozen ice ages, lush prehistoric 
rainforests and ancient oceans along  
the way.

9 781912 920044

ISBN 978-1-912920-04-4

Ocean
Secrets of the Deep
Sabrina Weiss • Giulia De Amicis
The perfect gift for children fascinated by 
ocean creatures, habitats and conservation.
APR 2019 • £14.99 • HB • 295 x 215 mm 
72 pp • 8+ • 9781999968052

SEP 2019 • £12.99 • HB • 280 x 216 mm 
48 pp • 7+ • 9781912920044

‘The stylised, clear pictures are accompanied 
by detailed captions. It is a book I would 
wholeheartedly recommend.’
Armadillo Magazine

‘This is the perfect book for dinosaur lovers...  
The perfect book for curious kids who love finding 
out what life was like in prehistoric times.’
Read It, Daddy!
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Monsters
A Magic Lens Hunt for Creatures of  
Myth, Legend, Fairy Tale and Fiction
Céline Potard • Sophie Ledesma
Investigate haunted castles, spooky forests 
and even outer space with a monster-
revealing magic lens!

9 781999 968045

ISBN 978-1-9999680-4-5

MAY 2019 • £14.99 • HB • 310 x 240 mm 
32 pp • 6+ • 9781999968045

‘The pages have colourful abstract scenes of 
woodlands or castles, but when you use the  
magic lens you can see the monsters hidden  
within the images.’
Juno Magazine
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North America

The Story of Gibraltar

A Fold-Out Graphic History
Sarah Albee • William Exley

Patrick Skipworth • Andy Forshaw

A richly illustrated, foldout graphic history 
of the United States, Mexico, and the 
islands of the Caribbean.

Explore the history of the Rock, from 
millions of years ago to today, with this 
visually stunning timeline! 

9 781912 920044

ISBN 978-1-912920-04-4

OCT 2019 • £14.99 • HB • 294 x 249 mm  
48 pp • 7+ • 9781912920044

OCT 2017 • £14.95 • HB • 297 x 210 mm  
24 pp • 7+ • 9780995577046

‘North America as a fold-out graphic history 
presents a mind-boggling amount of information 
in a creative, imaginative way that often 
challenges our perceptions.’ 
Armadillo Magazine
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The Magna Carta Chronicle
A Young Person’s Guide to 800  
Years in the Fight for Freedom
Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
Explore the fight for freedom, from  
the Magna Carta to today, with this  
visually stunning timeline of key  
moments in civil rights!
APR 2015 • £8.99 • PB • 297 x 218 mm  
24 pp • 7+ • 9780993019913

King’s fate sealed at Runnymede  

1215 to 2015: a special report on 800 years in the fight for freedom

By our political staff Christopher Lloyd and Patrick Skipworth

MAGNA CARTA CHRONICLE

Challenge to absolute power of the King to raise taxes is 
issued by barons fed up with financing royal wars 

From our royal correspondent, 
Runnymede, June 16, 1215 

A RADICAL NEW set of laws 
forbidding the King from exercising 
divine right over his subjects was 
sealed yesterday on the banks of the 
River Thames. 
 Armour-clad barons, fed up 
with the King’s repeated demands 
for more money and soldiers, 
were waiting for King John as 
he returned from a series of 
disastrous wars in France. Yesterday’s 
confrontation follows a dispute in 
May this year when the Mayor of 
the City of London ordered that 

THE BARONS’ CHARTER is 
the first document to stipulate 
some limitations on the power and 
prerogative of the King.
 One clause states that the King 
cannot raise taxes without the consent 
of earls, barons and bishops at a 
formal meeting.The charter also states 
that freedoms must be granted by the 
barons to England’s lower classes. 
 Perhaps most importantly, in an 
effort to protect further against John’s 
poor rule, the charter establishes a 
council of 25 barons who can overrule 

the City gates be opened to rebels 
who subsequently took control of 
key royal assets such as the Treasury.
 King John met rebel barons 
yesterday at Runnymede, neutral 
ground between Windsor and 
London, to negotiate a settlement. 
It is not clear exactly who drew up 
the new charter although inside 
sources suggest that Archbishop 
Stephen Langton, who has  studied 
similar manuscripts, played a part 
in the drafting.  

the will of the King if he breaks the 
new charter. 
 Some commentators say it marks 
the beginning of a new era in which 
rulers are ultimately subject to the 
laws of the realm.
 It is also significant that so many 
copies of the new charter have been 
made by scribes. Messengers have been 
dispatched far and wide to display 
the new charter in cities as far flung 
as Salisbury, Hereford, Durham and 
Worcester so ordinary people can see 
its provisions for themselves. 

 While every King of England 
since William the Conqueror’s 
Norman invasion of 1066 has 
faced rebellions, the barons’ recent 
demands include a call for new 
laws and freedoms for England, 
although they do not propose any 
replacement for royal authority. 
 King John was excommunicated 
from the Catholic Church only six 
years ago, following arguments 
with Pope Innocent III. A major 
fire which broke out in London in 

1212 has been called a bad omen 
of the King’s unholy rule. Although 
readmitted into the Church in 
1213, many say that King John’s 
reputation has never recovered in 
the eyes of his people.
 Several copies of the new charter 
have been made. Messengers are 
presently dispatching them across 
the country so that the charter 
will remain a symbol for posterity, 
showing that the King’s powers are 
not absolute. However, it remains 
to be seen whether the King will 
honour the new rules or if England 
will see fresh friction break out 
between the King and his barons.

What’s special about 
this new charter?

De Montfort’s parliament reaffirms sanctity of Magna Carta

R U N N Y M E D E   1 2 1 5  L O N D O N   1 2 1 5  W E S T M I N S T E R   1 2 6 5                 

By our Westminster staff,  
January  21, 1265       

A GROUND-BREAKING meeting 
was held yesterday by Simon de 
Montfort and his band of barons.
 Having captured the King at 
the Battle of Lewes last year, the 
revolutionary baron, de Montfort, 
yesterday called an emergency gathering 
which is being hailed as England’s first-
ever ‘representative parliament’. 

 For the first time in such a 
meeting elected representatives from 
England’s major towns were invited 
to participate. Critics are divided on 
whether this representative system, 
which may see more power devolved 
into the hands of ordinary English 
people, will catch on.
 The special meeting follows 
an earlier attempt in Oxford by 
de Montfort to reinstate some 
of the changes brought about by  

The Barons’ Charter of 1215, now 
known simply as Magna Carta, 
which King Henry III has repeatedly 
ignored, leading to the current crisis. 
 Yesterday’s meeting enforced a 
legal obligation on the King to respect 
his subjects’ rights and to involve 
his people in political decisions. The 
charters drawn up in these meetings 
have been published in English, 
leaving behind the little-spoken 
languages of Latin and French.
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E Black Death gives 
peasants power to 
demand more pay
By our medical correspondent,   
London, July 3, 1349

IN AN EXTRAORDINARY twist of 
fate, many survivors of the dreadful 
plague known as the ‘Black Death’ 
are finding that their situations 
have actually improved since the 
disease took hold.
 The plague, which arrived 
in England last year, has caused 
the gruesome deaths of millions. 
London has lost up to two-thirds 
of its inhabitants. Victims are 
being buried on top of each other 
because graveyards can no longer 
cope. The terrifying disease, which 
manifests as foul lumps in the groin 

and armpits, finally causes the death 
of more than half of those infected 
within three days.
 However, for those unharmed 
by the plague things are looking 
up. The widespread loss of life 
has turned aristocrats’ estates into 
ghost towns and villages. With no 
one to bring in the harvests, estate 
owners are offering peasants across 
the country higher wages to move 
to their farms and work for them. 
Land has become plentiful, making 
it cheaper than ever for peasants to 
purchase a place of their own.
 Such changes are leading to a 
shift in the social make-up with more 
peasants throwing off their feudal ties, 

owning their own properties and 
earning good wages. The vanishing 
towns and villages are also causing 
peasants to flock to the cities despite 
the increased danger of plague. 
Abandoned farms are turning back 

Caxton’s press ushers in new information age OK! Worship 
what you like 
says Henry IV

L O N D O N   1 3 4 9  L O N D O N   1 4 8 0  N A N T E S   1 5 9 8

into forests and wildernesses. Some 
are calling this the end of England’s 
feudal system now that peasants and 
their descendants are having the 
opportunity to decide the directions 
of their own lives.

By our industrial correspondent, 
London, January 5, 1480

A BRILLIANT INVENTION 
from Europe has been brought to 
England by renowned merchant 
and writer William Caxton. 
 The printing press is a mechanical 
machine which uses small metal 
letters arranged into words to print 
pages at a rapid speed. Caxton 
claims his press can print thousands 
of pages every day transforming the 
labours of traditional hand-copyists 
who struggle to produce only a 
few. Caxton is predicting that 
the invention will bring about a 
revolution in reading across Europe 
and the world.
 Invention of the new moveable-
type printing press is claimed 
by German goldsmith Johannes 
Gutenberg. He got the idea for the 
screw press from similar presses 
used to crush grapes for wine.
 Caxton first came across 
Gutenberg’s press on a trip to the 
German city of Cologne. Whilst 
living in Belgium and following the 
growing popularity of the French 
novel, The Recuyell of the Historyes of 
Troye, Caxton decided to get a press 
of his own. This romance, printed 
by Caxton using his new press, is the 
first book ever printed in English.

 Caxton is now making plans 
for his next book. His press has 
already produced Chaucer’s famous 
Canterbury Tales. Sources close to 
Caxton suggest he is working on a 
new version of the legendary story 
of King Arthur’s life and death.
 Besides legends and stories, 
many scientists and philosophers 
are also excited about the changes 

the new press will bring. With the 
ability to print their works quickly 
and cheaply, they will be able to 
compare notes and share ideas 
across the world more easily. 
 Hopes are high that the 
availability of mass-produced 
books will open the floodgates 
to a new world of learning and 
education for all people.

By our religious affairs editor,  
Nantes, May 1, 1598

THE FRENCH KING last night 
issued a royal decree promising 
his people the freedom to follow 
whatever religion they want 
without fear of persecution and 
violence. King Henry hopes his 
dramatic intervention will bring 
an end to violent religious wars 
that have plagued France for 
more than a generation.
 For over thirty years France has 
been gripped by vicious religious 
warfare between Catholics and 
Huguenot Protestants, members 
of a new Christian movement 
based on the radical ideas of the 
late French reformer, John Calvin.
 But yesterday, in a dramatic 
volte-face, Henry IV, King of 
France, issued an edict from the 
French city of Nantes, promising 
the Huguenots religious freedom 
and protection from persecution.  
 Observers say the spirit of 
religious toleration in France 
could be the start of a new era of 
religious freedoms throughout 
the whole of Europe.
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Explorer Plants!

Explorer Bugs!

Nick Forshaw • William Exley
This fascinating book features more than 
100 plants from around the world, with a 
2m fold-out timeline.

Leave no stone unturned with our explorer 
to uncover the fascinating world of bugs – 
includes 2m fold-out timeline.

9 780995 576605

ISBN 978-0-9955766-0-5

Explorer Series

Nick Forshaw • William Exley

Parents’ Choice Silver Award
 2

01
8

‘The perfect way to turn your young  
naturalists into experts!’  
Lancashire Evening Post 

‘Stunning.’
The Teaching Booth

APR 2018 • £9.99 • HB • 240 x 240 mm  
38 pp + 8pp timeline • 7+ • 9780995576605

MAR 2019 • £9.99 • HB • 240 x 240 mm  
38 pp + 8pp timeline • 7+ • 9780995576612

Developed in association with
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Nick Forshaw • William Exley
Explorer Mammals!

A fascinating guide to more than 100 
mammals, with a 2m fold-out timeline.
MAR 2019 • £9.99 • HB • 240 x 240 mm  
38 pp + 8pp timeline • 7+ • 9780995576629

‘The appealing presentation and plethora  
of facts makes for a great read for young  
and not-so-young.’
Parents in Touch
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The Big History Timeline  
Wallbook
Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
Explore the world from the beginning  
of time until the present, in this amazing, 
over-sized timeline book that brings  
history to life!

9 780993 284786

ISBN 978-0-9932847-8-6

Timeline Wallbook Series

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
Uncover the most amazing moments in 
scientific and technological discovery in this 
fascinating, over-sized timeline reference.

The Science Timeline  
Wallbook

9 780995 482012

ISBN 978-0-9954820-1-2

FEB 2017 • £12.99 • HB • 7+ • 360 x 270 mm 
18pp+ 8pp timeline • 9780995482012

FEB 2017 • £12.99 • HB • 7+ • 360 x 270 mm 
18pp+ 8pp timeline • 9780993284786
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Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

Explore nature's history with the most 
visually stunning timeline of life on earth 
ever created. 

Explore nature's history with the most 
visually stunning timeline of life on earth 
ever created.
FEB 2017 • £12.99 • HB • 7+ • 360 x 270 mm 
18pp+ 8pp timeline • 9780995482005

FEB 2017 • £12.99 • HB • 7+ • 360 x 270 mm 
18pp+ 8pp timeline • 9780993284793

The Nature Timeline  
Wallbook

The Sports Timeline  
Wallbook

‘Astonishing – perfect for all the family.’ 
The Sunday Times

Developed in association with

9 780995 482005

ISBN 978-0-9954820-0-5
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Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
Explore nature's history with the most 
visually stunning timeline of life on earth 
ever created.
APR 2016 • £12.99 • HB • 7+ • 360 x 270 mm 
18pp+ 8pp timeline • 9780993019920

The British History Timeline  
Wallbook

9 780993 019920

ISBN 978-0-9930199-2-0

Timeline Wallbook Series (continued)

‘Will intrigue all ages, with so much to  
learn and appreciate.’
Parents in Touch
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The Shakespeare Timeline  
Posterbook

The Nature Timeline  
Posterbook

9 780992 924966

ISBN 978-0-9929249-6-6

9 780992 924935

ISBN 978-0-9929249-3-5

Unfold the Complete Plays of 
Shakespeare – One Theater, Thirty-
eight Dramas!

Unfold the Story of Nature – from 
the Dawn of Life to the Present Day!

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

Timeline Posterbook Series

OCT 2014 • £25.00 • PB • 7+ • 533 x 381 mm 
8pp timeline • 9780992924966

OCT 2014 • £25.00 • PB • 7+ • 533 x 381 mm 
8pp timeline • 9780992924935
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The Science Timeline  
Posterbook

The Big History Timeline  
Posterbook

Unfold the Story of Inventions – 
from the Stone Age to the  
Present Day!

Unfold the History of the Universe – 
from the Big Bang to the  
Present Day!

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

9 780992 924959

ISBN 978-0-9929249-5-9

9 780992 924928

ISBN 978-0-9929249-2-8

OCT 2014 • £25.00 • PB • 7+ • 533 x 381 mm 
8pp timeline • 9780992924959

OCT 2014 • £25.00 • PB • 7+ • 533 x 381 mm 
8pp timeline • 9780992924928

Timeline Posterbook Series (continued)
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The Sports Timeline  
Posterbook

9 780992 924942

ISBN 978-0-9929249-4-2

Unfold the Story of Sport – from  
the Ancient Olympics to the  
Present Day!
Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
OCT 2014 • £25.00 • PB • 7+ • 533 x 381 mm 
8pp timeline • 9780992924942
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The Shakespeare Timeline  
Stickerbook

The Big History Timeline  
Stickerbook

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw

Build you own timeline of all of 
Shakespeare’s plays with this amazing 
stickerbook that brings his thirty-eight 
dramas to life!

Build your own timeline, and unfold the 
story of the universe, with this amazing 
stickerbook that brings history to life!

9 780992 924911

ISBN 978-0-9929249-1-1

9 780992 924980

ISBN 978-0-9929249-8-0

Timeline Stickerbook Series

JUN 2014 • £6.99 • PB • 297 x 210 mm  
16 pp + 8pp timeline • 3+ • 9780992924980

JUN 2014 • £6.99 • PB • 297 x 210 mm  
16 pp + 8pp timeline • 3+ • 9780992924911
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The Science Timeline  
Stickerbook
Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
The amazing story of science and 
engineering from the Stone Age to today!
JUN 2014 • £6.99 • PB • 297 x 210 mm  
16 pp + 8pp timeline • 3+ • 9780956593696

The Nature Timeline  
Stickerbook
Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
Build you own timeline, and unfold the 
story of life on earth, with this amazing 
sticker book that brings the natural world 
to life!
JUN 2014 • £6.99 • PB • 297 x 210 mm  
16 pp + 8pp timeline • 3+ • 9780956593689
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The British History Timeline  
Stickerbook
Christopher Lloyd • Andy Forshaw
Build your own timeline, and unfold the 
story of Great Britain, with this amazing 
stickerbook that brings history to life!

9 780993 019944

ISBN 978-0-9930199-4-4

MAY 2016 • £6.99 • PB • 297 x 210 mm  
16 pp + 8pp timeline • 3+ • 9780993019944

‘Children LOVE the What on Earth format.’ 
Emily Beale,  
North Somerset’s Teachers’ Book Awards
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marketing images to come 

Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall pictured with It's Up to Us, found on p24.
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